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Two requests, so I'll repost:
The Cowboy Song
---------------
Tears fall....They scarred your innocent teens.
Love's fool....The company you envy.
Leaves fall....The seasons pass you by.
And you think, that maybe you can fly.
Serious fool....Relate your mind to a girl.
Crowds form....But think, smiling, of his peril.
Beautiful....The pavement isn't there.
But whats the last thing that goes through your head?
You take the elevator to the top.
The next thing you know,
There you are standing on the edge.
And all the flashing lights and futile cries,
Their left with you now.
Just close your eyes and take that final step.
Wasteful....They dampen your will to live.
Dice fall....Release pleasure that you give.
You fall....And take the whole world with you.
And will you even bother to look down?
You take the elevator to the top.
The next thing you know,
There you are standing on the edge.

The victors there to turn you inside out.
So he can hide me,
Before you find out what's inside your head!
(GUITAR SOLO)
You take the elevator to the top.
The next thing you know,
There you are standing on the edge.
Whats left is left and turns you inside out.
So it can hide me,
Before you find out what's inside your head.
And all the flashing lights and futile cries
Their left with you now.
Just close your eyes and take that final step.
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Just close your eyes and take that final step.......
---------------
Okay? Well, I hope this helped kids, hey, Ruin and I are
looking for
Travolta and we've got some kool shit to trade (bungle
vids live) but
we're also looking for the Videos for Easy, Another
Body Murdered and
Everything's Ruined. If you can help us out, please do
so.
Also, Ryan, I noticed your address (e-mail) was
name@showme.mis
whatever. Is that cause Missouri's called the "Show Me
State?"
Persoanlly, I think that's a pretty wack ass state name,
but I know
plenty of kool people from Missourah to make up for it
:)
Attle
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